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Which is to say that when you get the right synth and it appears to do everything you want it to do, its the occasional bug (be it hidden or apparent) that can cost you big bucks. A synth you really love will show its age, and while you may be resigned to it, your friends wont be. Genius Loci — digital logic expansion boards for the Moog modular synthesizer. The foundation of most of Moog’s classic instruments, they provide a convenient expansion of the original Moog modular architecture. What we know now as such loci can be traced as far back as Moogs original two-oscillator synthesizer, the Moog Modular. By 1975, Moogs growing success allowed
them to design and build the Minimoog, the instrument that has since become the workhorse of Moog synthesizers. The Moogs Taurus is an 1.8 million dollar synth made by Moog. This synth packs quite a bit into a fairly small unit, with an amazing amount of features. For example, the oscillator has a range of ten semitones, the master section is eight voice with a level control, a low pass filter with four selectable cutoff frequencies, a high pass filter with five selectable frequencies and a high pass filter with a maximum frequency of ten octaves. The modulation section has a multimode filter that can work as all filters, or as cutoff, notch and low pass

filter in unison. Midi control is a vital part of the modern synth scene. Dave Smith is a major contributor to the MIDI standard, and used this to revolutionise the synth movement. Moogs Midi interface gives you the ability to manipulate parameters such as oscillator, filter,...
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For decades, The Moog synthesizer has become a staple of the electronic music vocabulary and an inspiring figure for those working in the
music industry. The Voyager series takes this template to a whole new level with new synthesizers, effects, and recording capabilities,

providing you with the tools for the next generation of music creation. It includes: The new 303 adds another classic Moog synth sound to
the Ranger series and features a two-axis filter that lets you easily hear your low-frequency content and the quality of the high-frequency

content. This rack-mounted synthesizer is constructed from military-grade aluminium with a durable steel chassis, and utilizes an Ernie Ball
87-inch high-mass keybed. The Sequential Pro is a powerful, interactive sequencing and performance machine based on a leading DSP
(Digital Signal Processing) synthesizer platform. The Sequential Pro utilises the power of the most advanced DSP technology to deliver
accurate and programmable sequencing and performance in a lightweight and transportable case. The Sequential Pro is very much a

production tool, as it features a large 32-track sequencer, virtual instruments, a user-assignable midi controller, a high-resolution audio
interface, and MIDI input and output. What sets this machine apart from the competition is the fact that its interface is a powerful 12-track
sampler, capable of live-recording instruments through a USB connection. This comes with a 16-track sampler section, compressor/limiter
and effects rack. Sample a guitar, vocal or any other sound or instrument with the large 4GB USB port and then turn it into a sequencer
using the onboard 16-track sampler or record audio directly from this machine into your computer using the onboard audio interface.
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